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Court action on
murder charges
expected today

1,4011114101,010It

Snow and ice hit, likely to last
NWS says to expect

NM maw
See Report
Action involving three persons charged with murder or
comphcity to murder in deaths
repotted in Murray-Calloway
County is scheduled this morn, keg in Calloway Circuit Cowl.
laysoo Paul Workman, 32,
and his wife, Kayla, 22, of'
Murray, have been indicted by a
county grand jury in the death
of Herbert Donald Scandell. 73,
two days before Christmas in
2009. Motions concerning both
cases are set before ledge
Dumas Foust.
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Keeencky Sane MO.saki dry
foetid Sanders . body in dm
beck of a car that had hem drives into a creek bed. IESP
spokesmen Trooper Dose
Patterson said police foreed
Sunda wish sigh wounds to
his chest. Neck and back.
Kayla Worfunso, who was
reportedly driving the vehicle,
was taken to Simiferbilt
University kikedkal Cm* is
Nashville suffering
with
Werke elm the accident. Bea
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Welidain 111 bac
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most ofthe week

Sy HAIMONII MOUE
SIM Writer
Snow and ice hit Calloway
County hard on Wednesday and
traveling conditions will likely
remain treacherous throughout
the week.
Robin Smith, a meteorologist
our*
•
,
.4;41,40,,,jajikei
•
with the National Weather
Service in Paducah, said
Murray received three inches of
snow over the weekend.
Paducah got about one inch and
east of Calloway County,
Hopkins County received two
inches and Christian County
received three, he said.
Smith said temperatures
would
nay very low over the
. C.•
next couple of days, hovering
.1•14 ,1111
around the teens and 00s
through Wedseaday. He said a
frontal system was predicted for
the region on Wednesday,
bringing a chime of a wintery
mix of mow and freezing rain,
bat the intensity of the precipiDrivers cansfully navigate U.S.641 Sund
KYSEN LOUGH / Ledger & Times
ay morning titer a snowfall began to blank
tation
and chances for accumuet
Murray Satutday MOt.Three inchea of snow fel liemighout the cloy. milli
ng for dlingesous travel conditions.
lation were uncertain as of
Monday morning. He said the
high could pet up to 37 degrees
on Thursday and 39 on Prid6y,
but that this was as warm as it
would likely at before Sunday.
According to luetin Roamed,
"wealth.: watcher" for the
Paducah National Weather
Service, Murray received a total
of 0.7 inches of rain on
Saturday, with a big*
an.of 41 degrees sad a low of
34 degrees.
The nee tamed an mew
Sairday aight. bringing three
inches of anew Sunday, with a
high temperature of 34 degrees
and low temperature of 16
degrees. Holland said the peak
wind gust Sunday was 34 mph.
Overnight, the temperature
dropped to as low as nine
degrees and is expected to stay
cold today, he said.
The
Murray
Police
Department reported that there
were nine vehicle accidents
reported in the city on Sunday,
although no injuries were
reported. The Calloway County
Sheriff's tegorted ao accidents
with WWII% but there were
several reports of vehicles sliding off the road into ditches.
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet spokesmen Keith lbdd
reported in an e-mail late
Sunday night that crews across
%Man Kentucky were facing
buistal workbag conditions as
they salted and plowed area
highways in an effort to keep
every
one as safe as possible. A
HAWKINS TEAGUE / Murray Lodger & Timm
snow plow ran off the roadway
in southern Muhlenberg County
late Sunday afternoon, although
Rena* Conner of graduateeffMns assists Anuw
the driver was not injured,Todd
ee Chanawong of Nontaburi, Thailand before the
Murray State
University commencement ceremony In the CFS8
rePorted•
Center Saturday morning.
As cold temperatures moved
in, highways were reported as
portly to mostly covered with
snow. When temperatures drop
below 18 degrees, salt and other
NOM YEN
tion" of senators in his party are ready to Day, Axelr
snow
and ice fighting chemicals
od said. "No one wants to see 2
Associated Press
accept the deal.
quit
worki
ng, Todd said. Snow
milli
on
people lose their unemployment
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators get
The legislation would avert a Jan. I insurance."
drifts
conti
nue to be a problem
Noir that choice Monday to vote on the increase in
income taxes for nearly all
as
wind
has
continued to blow
While
many
Hous
Democ
e
tax-cut deal struck by President Bans& Americans,
rats have critincluding middle and high icized the tax deal, Axelr
snow
acros
s
mad
surfaces about
Obania and Republicans, but whatever the earne
od
said
he didn't
rs. The package also would renew a foresee 'major
as quickly as plows can clear
changes' being made by
outcome of the test vote, the White House progr
am of jobless benefits for the long- the House.
them.
expects the bill to pass by year's end.
term unemployed and put in place a onelbdd said driving conditions
Maryl
and
Rep. Chris Van Hollen, a
"Everybody understands what it would year cut
in Social Security taxes.
were
likely to continue to detememb
er
of
the
Democ
ratic leadership who
mean for the economy if we don't get this
"We believe that when it comes back to represented the
riorate through Sunday night
House in negotiatiods with
done,* Obiuna advisee Dsvid Axelrix1 said the House
,that we will get a vote, and that the administration,
and crews planned to make an
made clear that
Sunday.
we'll prevail thee, because at the end of Democrats
extra
push to get roadways as
strongly object to extending
The No. 2 Senate Democrat, Dick the day, no
one wants to see taxes go up on
clear
as
possible for the mornDubin of Illinois, said a "good cross-sec- 150 milli
on Americans* on New Years
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extreme coldfor
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• Mender Sunny, with a high
near 19. Wind din veAuell
lete as -3. Northwest wind
beams, 10 and 15 mph, wit
gots ae high as 211 mph.
fillesidny WSW Moe* cheat
wilt a low mound 5. Nodlarsent
Wiled between 7 and 10 mph
becoming cairn.
lbeedwi: Mosey sunny, wilt
a high near 23. light north
northwest wind.
lbeetley night: Mosey
cloudy, with a low wound 15.
lightsag eoutheeet nind.
Illiedneether A chance of
frilering mei and sleet before
noon, Men a cheroot of freezing
nen. Mosey citiudy, with a high
near 32. East southeast wind
between Sand 7 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 40 perces*.
Widnes.", night Freezing
rain &sly. Mosey cloudy, With a
law around 30. East wind
between 3*45 mph. Chant*
of preolp161Ion 6SO percent.

Graduation

First Senate vote expected on Obama-GOP tax deal
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II Snow and ice ...

Obama-GOP tax deal ...

something as simple as a flat tire that might otherFrom Front
From Front
wise be an inconvenience can turn into a life- ;
ing rush. Falling temperatures will greatly limit
threatening situation." Todd said. "Motorists breaks to estates as large as $5 million. He said the
the ability of crews to improve driving conditions
should double their normal travel time on the package will be taken up in the House in some
overnight, he said.
form, but there would be an effort to change the
As drivers prepare for the morning commute, morning commute so they can slow down turd take
estate
tax provision.
highway engineers are asking everyone to allow it easy on the drive into work.
'We're
not talking about blocking the whole
"Highway crews are doing their pan to treat
extra driving time and use appropnate caution.
thing,' Van Hollen said.
The US Weather Service has issued a Winter roadways in an effort to clear away as much ice
At the insistence of Republicans, the plan
Weather Advisory for all of Kentucky. Motorists and snow as possible. As a driver, you have to do
includes a more generous estate tax provision: The
should dress warmly and be prepared for what's your part to assure your own safety by slowing
nest $.5 million of a couple's estate could pass to
out there. Todd said.
down and being prepared for eixtreme weather heirs without taxation, and an additional $5 mil"With temperatures down in the teens overnight, conditions."
lion for the spouse. The balance would be subject

II Court cases ...

to a 35 percent tax rate.
That provision infuriated Democrats who are
already unhappy with Obama for agreeing to
extend tax cuts at incomes of more than $200,000
for individuals and $250,000 for couples,and who
say the tax breaks will unnecessarily add to the
rising federal deficit. In all, the package would
cost about $85.! billion, according to a preliminary
congressional ,:stimate.
Axelrod spoke on ABC's "This Week," CBS'
"Face the Nation" and CNN's "State of the
Union." Van fallen appeared on "Fox News
Sunday" and Durbin was on CNN.

Post offices announce holiday schedule

From Front

two vehicles reportedly sideswiped and PPool's
vehi:le traveled south coming to a rest in the Specie'to the Ledgw
bond.
KENTUCKIANA POSTAL
Also, a pre-trial conference is scheduled for southbound lane of the highway. Houston's vehiJames P'Poole, of Clarksville, Tenn., who is cle went off the right side of the highway and DISTRICT — Post Offices in
charged with murder in the vehicular death of came to a rest after striking a tree. Houston's trac- will be open on Christmas Eve,
Friday
Dec. 24 and New
Donny G. Houston. 52. of Camden, Tenn. in
tor caught fire, according to the report. PPool was Year's Eve, Friday,
Dec. 31. but
October 2009. P'Pool is also charged with
initially
arrested
at
the
scene
for
allegedly
some
driving
will
close
early.
Regular
attempting to leave the scene of an accident, failure to render aid or assistance and operating a under the influence and lodged in Calloway mail delivery for Dec. 24 and
Dec. 31 will be unaffected by
motor vehicle under the influence of drugs or County Jail.
the change.
alcohol. The accident took place in U.S. 641 just
The court's docket is subject to change and the
Revised hours will be posted
south of Murray.
accused may or may not appear in court. An at each Post Office and conunerAccording to Kentucky State Police, P'Pool was
driving south on the highway about three miles indictment is not a conviction. Those accused of cial customers are asked to
from Murray in a GMC truck just after midnight. crimes arc to be considered innocent until proven
Houston was driving north in a tractor-traikr. The guilty in a court of law.

check with their Bulk Mail
Acceptance Unit for Dec. 24 and
Dec. 31 hours of operation.
Customers may call 1-800ASK-USPS for information
about specific Post Offices. In
addition, mail should be deposited into blue collection mailboxes by noon for early pick-up on
Dec. 24 and Dec. 31.
All Post Offices will be closed
Saturday, Dec. 25, and Saturday,
Jan. I. Express Mail only will

be delivered on Christmas Day
and New Year's Day in most
major metro areas. Post Offices
will be open regular hours on
Monday, Dec. 27 and Jan. 3.
The Postal Service receives no
tax
dollars for operating
expenses, and relies on the sale
of postage, products and services to fund its operations.
Visit the Postal Service's
interactive holiday press room at
usps.com/holidaynewsroom.
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INISAICPAST WITH SANTA: A Weedy crowd of parents and young children attended the
lawny woman's Club's fAntrodal Breakfast with Santa Saturday morning. Pictured at Santa's
feet aro, at let Hannah Grace Elmore, 3, and Katie Eknore, 9. In his lap we Jack Elmore. 5

and Abby Elmore,8.
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RIcCrackon sheriff
looks Ito deo*
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
McCracken County Sheriff Jon
Hayden says his office is investigating the death of a 2-year-old
boy as a child abuse case.
The Paducah Sun reports
Conner Avery Bachuss of
Paducah died Friday at Kosair
Children's Hospital in Louisville
after being taken there the day
before with injuries.
Hayden declined to specify
bow the boy was hurt and
referred questions about the
death to McCracken County
Coroner Dan Sims. Because the
child died in Louisville, Sims
directed questions to the
Jefferson County Coroner's
office, which was closed on
Sunday.
Bum& services for In toddler will be conducted at 1 p.m.
Wedaseday in1 Paducah,

Oily la
Billy Jc
2010, at II
Arrange
Home.
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Parents not teachers blamed for low test scores

lily Joe Stubblefield

SEATTLE (API -- Blaming
teachers for low test scores, poor
graduation rates and the other
ills of American schools has
been popular lately, but a new
survey wags a finger closer to
home.
An
Associated
PressStanford University Poll on education found that 68 percent of
adults believe parents deserve
heavy blame for what's wrong
with the U.S. education system
— more than teachers, school
administrators, the government
or teachers unions.
Only 35 percent of those surveyed agreed that teachers
deserve a great deal or a lot of
the blame.
Moms v,ere more likely than
dads — 72 percent versus 61
percent — to say parents are at
fault. Conservatives were more
likely than moderates or liberals
to blame parents.
Those who said parents are to
blame were more likely to cite a
lack of student discipline and

Billy Joe Stubblefield, 84, of Murray, died Sunday. Dec. 12.
2010. at 11:57 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
Arrangements are incomplete through the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home,

Elban Andrew Payton
Ethan Andrew Payton, 2. of Murray, died Saturday, Dec. I I,
2010, at 1:10 p.m. at his home.
He was born Nov. 29, 2008 in Nashville. Tenn., to Eric Payton
and Tabitha (Miller) Payton, both of Murray.
In addition to his parents he is survived by one sister, Aubrey
Payton; two brothers. Xavier Payton and Alden Payton, both of
Murray; his maternal grandmother, Marjorie Miller of Scottsville;
his paternal grandmother, Elaine Fox of Murray; his foster mother,
Micheala Toews, of Murray; and foster grandparents, Lee Roy and
Marlene Toews of Hardin, Mont.
Funeral services will be held Tuesday. Dec. 14, 2010, at 10:30
a.m. at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. Jim
Harris and Amos Allen officiating. Burial will follow in Duncan
Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight. Monday, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

James %any'Young
Funeral services for James "Jimmy" Young, 43, of Almo, will be
held Tuesday. Dec. 14, 2010, at I p.m. at the Blalock-Coleman &
York Funeral Home with Fr. Jason McClure officiating. Burial will follow in the Salem Cemetery.
Serving as pallbearers will be Jeff Adams, Luke
Isaac Manning, Kris Manning, Jessie Young
and Brad Kenady.
Visitation will be tonight. Monday, from 4-8 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Young died Thursday, Dec. 9', 2010, in Memphis, Ind.
Barn Dec. 18, 1966 in Chicago, Ill., he was of the Catholic faith,
a U.S. Army veteran and a truck driver for Prime, Inc.
In addition to his parents, Jack and Levina Young of Almo,is survived by his daughter, Jamie Young of Kansas City, Mo.: son, Jessie
Young of Kansas City; sister, Shannon Manning and husband. Kris
of Lynn Grove; and several aunts, uncles and cousins.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are handled by Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

GOP to pay for killing
DREAM act in 2012
MIAMI (AP) — The illegal and will hold them accountable
immigrants who more than a in 2012."
decade ago were just teens hopThe Dream Act would proing to forge a legal path to citi- vide qualified people up to the
zenship are vowing to make the age of 29 with a path to citizenDream Act a campaign issue ship if they attend college or
come 2012, even though they'll join the military, while mandatlikely be too old to benefit if the ing decades before they could
law ever passes.
petition for family.
The measure that passed in
An estimated 2.1 million
the House on Wednesday is immigrants could be eligible,
unlikely go anywhere in the though it's likely a far smaller
Senate, and the House is unlike- number would meet the bill's
ly to revisit the issue once the requirements.
new Republican leadership
"The Dream Act is extremely
takes over.
powerful for that reason because
Groups like The National it impacts kids who came at a
Council of La Raza and other young age, who truly did whatHispanic and immigrant advo- ever was asked of them, stayed
cacy groups know the prospects out of trouble and just want to
for comprehensive immigration get educated or join the milireform are dim for the time tary," said America's Voice
Deputy
being.
Director
Lynn
So they've turned their atten- Tramonte.
Opponents have said it will
tion to a measure that they
believe will spark more sympa- hurt Americans at a time when
thy from most Americans, the nation already faces 9.8 perbringing with them a coalition cent unemployment. Some also
of labor groups, the Conference decried the age cap of 29.
of Catholic Bishops and even
"Those are pretty old kids,"
Defense Secretary Robert Gates. U.S. Rep. Lamar Smith, RAnd come 2012, advocates say, Texas, said during the House
Spanish-language media will be debate. Smith called the legislafilled with ads slamming law- tion "a nightmare," predicting
makers who voted against the the U.S. government would be
unable to conduct background
Dream Act.
"Many of us come from fam- checks on all those applying.
Garibay, who came to Austin.
ilies with mixed (immigration)
status. We can't vote, but our Texas from Mexico City with
families and friends can," said her mother when she was 12,
Julieta Garibay, 29. one of the now has a master's in nursing
original "Dreamers" who has but is unable to work in her chopushed for the Dream Act since sen field because of her status.
Yet she said she won't fade
it was first introduced in
into the shadows after the vote.
Congress in 2001.
"Our allies will remember That, she said, is the biggest
who voted, and how they voted, change from a decade ago.

low expectations for students as
serious problems in schools.
They were also more likely to
see fighting and low test scores
as big problems.
"Nobody is too busy to raise
a child for a successful future,"
said Wilfred Luise Vincent, 65.
of Coppell, Texas. Vincent
worked early or late shifts for
Delta Airlines during most of his
career so his two daughters
would have a parent at h.Jrne
after school.
Now he's retired and home
after school to help guide his
granddaughter while his daughter works.
The problems children and
their parents deal with inside
and outside of school every day
are
growing. said
Julie
Woestehoff, executive director
of
Parents
United
for
Responsible
Education, a
Chicago advocacy group.
Children are tired, they're
hungry and they need someone
to help with their homework.

Some kids face violence at
home or in their neighborhood.
Some parents are trying so hard
to keep a roof over their family
that they can't help with school.
More than half of those
polled said student discipline
and fighting, violence and gangs
were extremely or very serious
problems in schools. Nearly as
many expressed concern about
getting and keeping good teachers.
Most said education in their
local public schook is excellent
or good, but 67 percent also
believe the U.S. is falling behind
the rest of the world when it
comes to education.
But a majority of parents see
improvement in the system
since they were in school: 55
percent believe their children
are getting a better education
than they did, and three-quarters
rate the quality of education at
their child's school as excellent
or good.
Most say their child's school

is doing a good job preparing
students for college. the work
force and life as an adult
A variety of research in past
years backs up the poll respondents' sense that parenting plays
key roles in school performance.
One in 10 kindergarten and
first-grade students misses a
month of school every year.
which can put them behind their
classmates for years, according
to Attendance Counts, an advocacy group.
By ninth grade, missing 20
percent of school is a better predictor of a student dropping out
than test scores arc, said
Attendance Counts director
Hedy Chang. In the poll, 41 percent said students not spending
enough time in school is a serious problem.
Exposing kids under 2 to too
much television can cause them
to develop language skills later,
researchers at the University of
Washington have found.

Obama: Tax deal not perfect, but worth passage
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama calls
his tax-cut agreement with
Republicans far from perfect but
a good deal overall for
Americans, while acknowledging that many fellow Democrats
aren't happy about what he
negotiated with the GOP.
Pressing for passage by
year's end, he told lawmakers in
his radio and Internet address
Saturday that "our recovery will
be strengthened or weakened
based on the choice that now
rests with Congress."
. The deal would extend for all
earners cuts in income tax rates
that are set to expire next month.
It would renew jobless benefits
for the long-term unemployed
and trim Social Security taxes
for one year.
Republicans support the plan
because it would not impose
higher taxes on the wealthiest,
as Obama long had wanted to
do. Democrats object to the pact
on grounds that it is too generous to the rich.

Obama said the agreement Republican Rep.-elect Kristi
will require that both parties Noem of South Dakota applaudaccept some things they don't ed the deal and said it's good for
like. But he said the agreement small businesses.
will help the middle-class fami"With unemployment still
lies that he and others have rising, the No. 1 thing our famiargued should be spared further ly-owned small businesses need
economic hardship.
right now is certainty," she said.
"The opportunity for families -They need to know that the
to send their kids to college
hinges on this debate," Ohama
said. "The ability of parents to
put food on the table while looking for a job depends on this
debate."
He said he was confident that
Congress, where voting is
expected to begin on the measure next week,"will do the right
thing."
Obama won some high-profile backing for the agreement
from former Presideht Bill
Clinton. The former president
told reporters after an Oval
Office meeting with Obama on
Friday afternoon that "1 don't
believe there is a better deal out
there."
In their weekly address,

Madoff's son found
dead in NYC apartment
NEW YORK (API
Disgraced financier Bernard
Madoff's eldest son hanged
himself by a dog leash in his
apartment Saturday. exactly two
years after his father's arrest in a
multibillion-dollar
Ponzi
scheme that swindled thousands
of investors of their life savings.
Mark Madoff, 46, was found
hanging from a ceiling pipe in
the living room of his SoHo loft
apartment as his 2-year-old son
slept in a nearby bedroom, two
law enforcement officials told
The Associated Press.
Madolf. who reported his
father to authorities, has never
been criminally charged in the
biggest investment fraud in U.S.
history and has said he and his
brother Andrew never knew of
their father's crimes. A law
enforcement official told the AP
that Mark was not facing imminent arrest and hadn't spoken to
investigators pursuing possible
charges in over a year.
But he and other Madoff relatives have remained under
investigation and been named in
multiple investor lawsuits accusing them of profiting from the

scheme.
"This is a terrible and unnecessary
tragedy," Madoff's
lawyer, Martin Flumenbautn
said in a written statement.
"Mark was an innocent victim of
his father's monstrous crime
who succumbed to two years of
unrelenting pressure from false
accusations and innuendo."
A lawyer for Mark's mother,
Ruth Madoff, said, "She's heartbroken."

government is not going to
come in and do anything to
jeopardize their ability to keep
their doors open. So it's certainly encouraging to see that
President Obama has proposed a
potential agreement to stop all
the tax hikes scheduled to take
effect on Jan. 1."

Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.

HILLIARD LYONS
Fonancial Consultants 11-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 420/1
270.753 3366 I 800 444 1854
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HEARING AID SALE!
LET THE PROFESSINALS AT STONE-LANG SAVE YOU MONEY ON A NBY HEARING AID!
Custom Fitted
Digital In the Ear
Reg $1,195

'795

Sale Price

Open Fit
Behind the Ear
Reg. 52,500

Sale Price $1,595
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2
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.
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Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS

LIMITED TIME OFFER
CALL TODAY TO SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG Co.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street• Murray, KY • 270-753-8055
Visit our Web Site at: www.stonelang.com
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Fed pay freeze a
wise fiscal move
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama has
proposed a two-year freeze of
the salaries of some 2 million
federal workers. Though signaling White House concern
over record deficits, the freeze
would make only a tiny dent
in annual deficits or the nation's
$14 trillion debt.
"Small businesses and families are tightening their belts,"
Obama said in brief remarks
at the White House. "The government should, too." The
administration said the plan
was designed to save more
than $5 billion over the first
two years.
The proposal, which must
be approved by Congress.
would not apply to the military, but it would affect all
others on the Executive Branch
payroll. It would not affect
members of Congress or their
staffs, defense contractors,
postal workers or federal court
judges and workers.
'The president said the economy and federal spending were
at the top of the -agenda for
Tuesday's meeting, one he said
he hoped "will mark a first
step towards a new and productive working relationship'
between the two parties.
Because of GOP midterm gains,
"we now have a shared responsibility to deliver for the American people on the issues that
define not only these times
but our future," Obama said.
House Republican leader
John Bochner of Ohio, on track
to become House speaker in.
January, said he was pleased
with the president's announcement.
"Republicans and Democrats don't have to wait until
January to cut spending and stop
all the tax hikes. We can —
and should — start right now,"
Boehner said.
The freeze would take effect
on Jan. 1, assuming the lameduck Congress approves the
move by the end of this year.
The 2012 pay freeze will be
included by Obama as part of
his fiscal 2012 budget submission to Congress. due early
next year.
In the past, Congress has
generally gone along with presidential recommendations on
federal worker pay levels.
Without
congressional
action,federal employees would
automatically get a 0.9 percent increase under the formula set by a 1990 law. They
received a 1.9 percent pay
increase this year.

John
Gage, president of the
600,000member
American
Federation
of Governin e n t
Employees,
called
the Washington
decision "a
Today
slap at work- By Tom Raum
ing people.
Associated
To symboliPress Writer
cally hit at
federal
employees I think is just
wrong." He said the move
would not really save as much
as the White House claims
because federal employees
often get just a fraction of
projected raises.
The president's move bows
to growing budget concerns
and pressure to rein in federal pay and benefits.
The federal government is
the nation's largest employer.
with about 2 million workers.
About 85 percent of them work
outside of the Washington.
D.C., area.
Rep. Steny Hoyer, D-Md.,
now the House majority leader,
said he would closely study
Obama's request.
"Meaningful deficit deduction cannot be achieved through
a piecemeal approach to trimming federal spending," Hoyer
said. Active members of the
military "serving in harm's way"
should be exempt, he said, but
he questioned the wisdom of
leaving out military members
in noncombat roles while subjecting their civilian counterparts to the freeze.
"I did not reach this decision easily, this is not a line
item on a federal ledger, these
are people's lives," Obama said.
But, he added, "getting this
deficit under control is going
to require some broad sacrifice, and that sacrifice must
be shared by the employees
of the federal govenunent." He
said he was just asking civil
servants "to do what they've
always done — play their part."
Federal workers are an easy
target. Polls show rising public anger toward the federal government at a time of high continued unemployment and Wall
Street and auto bailouts.
Federal workers have been
less directly affected by the
recession than other sectors,
with fewer layoffs and continued annual pay increases.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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State pensions, business breaks and online taxes
The News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown, Ky.
Regardless of their merit.
some bills proposed in the General Assembly never receive
serious discussion or consideration.
One overlooked measure
from the 2010 legislative session has been refiled and
deserves consideration and passage. It deals with state pensions for future legislators.
Elected state senators and
representatives have an opportunity to reduce future obligations on a stressed state budget while setting an example of
sacrifice. House Bill 54 was
reintroduced in late October
and assigned to an interim
committee. It is scheduled to
be introduced Jan. 5 to the
House's State Government
Committee whcn legislators
reconvene.
It would eliminate access to
the state retirement system for
future legislators. In effect, the
measure would recognize the
part-time status of elected officials and erase their access to
full-time benefits available to
state workers and teachers.
When the 2005 Legislature
gave its members access to
retirement systems designed for
employees, it encouraged outgoing members to grab state
jobs. Because the retirement
obligation is based on the highest three years of an individual's pay, the state now has
six-figure retirement obligations
to these one-time part-timers.
House Bill 54 would create
a defined contribution plan, similar to employer-matched 401k
investments. The bill also clarifies that the plan would not
create an inviolable contract
with the state, allowing future
To the Editor:
It's very obvious to the
American who looks at the
forest and not the trees that
our town government for
decades has been leading us
into failing principles of socialism.
It doesn't take a great eco-

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorials from newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
modification.
Among the many pressures
on Kentucky's governmental
budget are retirement obligations owed to past employees
and being accrued for current
workers. Many private businesses have moved from traditional
retirement
obligations
because of the inability to sustain such fiscal demands. While
it may not legally be possible
or ethical to erase previous
committhents, the state must
consider reducing adding to the
financial pinch. The General
Assembly can set an example
and take a step toward reasonableness.
Herald-Loader
Lexington, Ky.
The wall of separation
between church and state will
unlikely be breached if a priyate company planning an Ark
Encounter theme park in Grant
County qualifies for tax incentives under the Kentucky
Tourism Development Act.
If a church or a religious
organization sought the same
incentives for the same purpose, there would be clear reason to object on constitutional grounds. Ark Encounters is
a private company seeking to
make a profit off of a biblical theme. As such, it seems
as entitled to apply for incentives from promised profits as
any other private, for-profit
company in Kentucky. Yet, there
are legitimate reasons to he
concerned about the announce-
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Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
'Tis the season to be jolly
- unless, perhaps, you're a state
revenue official.
In that case, you may find
it hard to muster much seasonal enthusiasm about the hundreds of millions of dollars in
sales tax payments that are
going unpaid in online purchases, during the holidays and
otherwise.
Especially in a time of'severe
economic duress for most state
governments, the loss of revenue is jaw-dropping. According to a University of Tennessee study. the amount of
uncollected sales taxes nationally could grow to $23 billion
by 2012.
That includes $212 million
for Kentucky - twice as much

W i I I I:
nomic mind to figure out that
socialism over done will always
lead to poverty and indebtedness.

lger coni

nuirrav ledgercom

ment. Despite some progress
in economic development. Kentucky continues to use tax incentives in pursuit of mostly lowpaying, pan-time seasonal jobs
that would further lower the
state's average wage and do
little to increase the demand
of higher education. This is
similar to past shortsighted subsidies of chicken processing
plants and customer call centers. We understand that even
low-paying jobs arc welcome
while rebounding from a recession and heading into an election, but these incentives could
have been awarded without
Beshear's public embrace of
the museum.
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V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editer@murrayiedger.com.
V Letters maned or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. Entailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters win be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger Si Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, wNI not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the miter and not necessarily of the Ledger Si Times
staff.

True history tells us that
long runs of prosperity, wealth.
and employment actually do
come from the private sector
when it is not hindered by
envious and vindictive government.
Free private enterprise principles in our nation have been
abused, ignored, and spit upon
by socialistic blind fixils looking at the trees that can only
lead us deeper in the darkness
of the forest.
Please allow me to give
other Americans a short economic lesson that I learned
before I majored in economics at the University of
Louisville in 1962.
I considered my dad to be
a great economist, although he
could not set up a budget and
run a household like my niom
could, however, he could follow a budget and cut corners
better than any man I have
ever known,
lie worked on an assembly
line and never missed a day
in thirty years.

as its haul from the most recent
increase in the cigarette tax and $398 million for Indiana.
enough to hire 6,500 more public school teachers.
Like most states, Kentucky
and Indiana have laws requiring consumers to pay use taxes
equal to the states' saks taxes
- 6 percent in Kentucky, 7 percent in Indiana.
But it's dauntingly difficult
tax to collect. Because the U.S.
Supreme Court has ruled that
companies don't have to collect the taxes unless they have
a physical presence in a buyer's
state, some large online sales
companies can largely ignore
the tax.
Amazon, for example. col.
lects sales tax only in the small
number of states where it has
distribution centers.
Most states require taxpayers to report their online purchases and pay the use tax
when they file their annual
returns each April. But few
do. The National Conference
of State Legislatures has made
a start toward a national solution by working on a streamlined system to help online
and catalog retailers to collect
the right tax and remit them
to state treasuries. The project
produces more money than voluntary taxpayer submissions for
states that participate. includingKentucky and Indiana.
However. many companies
balk, insisting that it's too complicated to keep track of differing state rates and rules. So
states have asked Congress to
intervene. Some state officials
express hope that a new Congress. with many fresh faces
from states struggling with the
online tax dilemma, will address
the issue.

lie never owned a house, a
car, or a phone while providing love, food, clothing, and
health care for six children.
his wife and himself.
Our family was never in
debt and my mom carried a
purse that had an envelope
with a bunch of U.S. Savings
Bonds in case of family emergencies.
My mom got so good at
managing money that a few
years after the last child went
on his own she paid cash for
a nice little retirement home
that had a full bath and a
phone.
I believe that my dad and
mom were the greatest economists and the greatest Americans I have ever known.
I also believe that if our
nation's leadeis had the amiude and heart of my mom
and dad we would once again
have the greatest nation and
the greatest economy that the
world has ever known.
America First,
Dan Walker
and
David Roos
Murray. Ky.
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Free trolley tours
offered at city park
The Murray Calloway Transit Authority is
offering free trolley tours through the
Murray-Calloway County Park Christmas
lights display on Dec. 13, 14, 16 and 17, from
5:30-9 p.m. To make group reservations, call
753-97:5.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Datebook
Sanci Teague.
Community
editor

Murray Chapter #6I6 of TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) will meet Tuesday. Dec. 14.
from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information. call
Sheila at /27-17/3.

New Concord Homemakers will meet
The New Concord Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday. Dec. 14,
at II a.m. in the annex of New Concord Church of Christ for a
Christmas party and ',Muck lunch. Everyone should bring a $5 gift
for the Chinese auction and a tea pot. Hostesses Sue Webb and
Vonnie Bless encourage all members and visitors to attend. For
more information. call 436-2089.

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday. Dec. 14, at noon at
the Wcaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For information, call Dixie Hopkins. 753-6001.
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Murray Elementary SBDM will meet
The Murray Elementary Site Base Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday. Dec. 14. at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room of
Murray Elementary.

Murray.Middle SBDM will meet
The Murray Middle School Site Base Decision Making Council
will meet in regular session on Tuesday. Dec. 14, at 4 p.m. in the
Media Center. All interested are invited to attend.

East Calloway SBDM will meet
The East Calloway Elementary Site Base Decision Making
Council will meet Tuesday. Dec. 14, at 4 p.m. in the Teacher's
Lounge.

Pritchett speaks at meeting
Special to the Ledger
Becky' Pritchett recently spoke at a meeting of
the New Beginnings Support Group about putting
God's word into action. She and her husband.
Tom, now have a Christian home ii)(1 go to church
regularly, accompanied by their children. They
both are thankful for their home, family, church
and jobs and are living now to tell the world that
Christ is faithful and helps those who trust in him.
Pritchett spoke about the chains of addiction that
controlled her life for 14 years. and of how she has
been unleashed from addiction. She belitnes that
going to church regularly' plays a big part in her
support and encouragement to stay away from the
temptations of her past. She attends Southland

MAYFIELD, Ky. - Dr. Robert
Imhoff, President of MidContinent University. conferred
degrees for approximately 327
students at commencement ceremonies held at 2 p.111. at Graves
County
High
School
in
Mayfield.
The December 2010 graduates
represent a diverse group students. including graduates from
the Dr. James W. Cecil Baptist
College of the Bible, traditional
students through The Baptist
College of Arts and Sciences.
Bachelor of Science in Business
Management degrees through
the accelerated adult ADVANTAGE_ and Associate of Science
degrees through ADVANTAGE.
Twenty-nine graduated summa
cum laude, havine earned grade

Murray Star Chapter #433 to meet
The Murray Star Chapter #433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday. Dec_ 14, at 7:30 p.m. A meal will be served at 6:30 p.m.

Alzheimer's support group to meet
The Altheinier's support group will meet Tuesday. Dec. 14, at 5
p.m. at Sharecare in the Weaks Center.

Domestic violence support is offered
Domestic violence support/educational groups are currently.
offered on a weekly basis. For more information on dates and times.
call the Merryman House Domestic! Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

Ladies of the Oaks
The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regular bridge
play on Wednesday. Dec. 8, at 9:30 a.m. with Ann Gupton. hostess.
announcing the winners as follows: First-place. Melonie Lowe. an41
second-place, Linda Larochefle.
Melva Hatcher is the hostess for the Wednesday. Dec_ IS. play at
9:30 a.m. Ladies must sign up in advance to play by calling 127(l)
753-9517.
The annual Ladies Activities Potluck Christmas Party with gift
exchange was held Tuesday, Dec. 7, at the club. All members were
invited and a good time was had by all. Hostesses Carolyn
Greenfield. Edwina Bucy and Patsy Woodall planned the event.

Becky Pritchett

point averages of 3.9 or higher.
Forty-five students have earned
the magna cum laude designation. with 3 7 to 310 C;PAs, and
seventy-one achieved cum Linde
status, having 3.5 to 3.69 GPAs.
Forty-five graduates are memhers of Sigma Beta Delta, an
international honor society in
business. tnanagement and
administration.
Listed below are the !ocal area
December 2010 Mid-Continent
iniversity candidates for graduation and their honors:

Associate of Science Cowart. Inagua coin
Almo; Amanda N. England.
Farmington. Dawn
Renee
Hopkins. summa cum Linde,
Hardin. Teddy Futrell. Ke imi
Lamont Haves. Jenger Coursev
DeShields. Cherisa Ileathei
Martin and Teresa Ann Ca \itt
Johnson. all of Murray
Bachelor of Science - Robert
Bryant. sumina cum hunk.
Laura V. Jackson, CUM laude.
both of Alm°, Paul V Lamb.
Farmington: Michael Joseph

CUM

. HAPPENINGS
by &anti Peeler
We took a night ride to see
all of the beautiful Christmas
lights. We drove through the
Murray Park and then to
Draffenville through the Mike
Miller Park. I guess you never
get too old to enjoy all the
Christmas decorations_
Roxanne Kaler and The
Morgan Family presented a
wonderful concert for us
Friday. We always enjoy those
young people and all of the
different instruments they
play.
Calloway County Middle
School came out and sang for
us on Friday afternoon. Jackie
Hill's music students came on
Saturday and presented a concert. The Murray Woman's
Club presented special music
for us on Tuesday'. We have
really been blessed with all of
the musical performances,
especially during this special
time of year. We appreciate all
of our volunteers who came
out on a regular basis to conduct bible study or perform
lor us.

Joshua
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Linde,

Wayne
Moorehead. Inagua cum laude.
New
Concord. Bruce A.
Leas ell. cum laude. and Larry
Jones. both of Murr.o.
Mid-Continent
University
accelerated Atilt ADVANTAGE
program (Met\ classes one night
a week. one class :d UI time lo€aliV in 29 city locations through.
out southern Kentucky and
Illinois or online. 'To learn more
about ADVANTAGE:. call
15551 MUU-GRAD.
Hardin,

Robert Rothschild Farm, while supplies last.
Ends December 18th.

The annual meeting of Playhouse in the Park will be Tuesday.
Dec. 14.

The DES Rescue Squad regular monthly business meeting will be
Tuesday. Dec. 14, at 7 p.m, at the Rescue Squad Headquarters,
located at 95 Spruce Street. The public is invited to attend.

Baptist lemple in Paducah. For mu..me mitt. i 'nation
on Pritchett. s [sit www.unleashedunnistic.com.
The next inecting of NBSG will he ai Vceskikfc
Baptist Church with 1 aiabeth Wilke! speaking.
Walket has a similar story ot to iv. the chai ns ot
addiction have .I3ecti broken and how she has a
Bible-based life With hill. Li11111‘ She has told her
sh Ty to NBSG iii the past and attributes God for
the successes in her life.
NFISG will meet on Saturdac, Dec . Ix, \volt a
potluck meal beginning at 6:30 p.iii and the pro
gram starting at 7 poi Parking is in the rear of the
building. For a ride or moie information, call Ron
or Linda Wright at 751-0156. Childcare will he
provided by Justin Jim] NICide Burchani. Hie public is invited to attend.

Students receive degrees at Mid-Continent

Playhouse in the Park will meet

DES Rescue Squad to meet

e-mail: communitynewsemurrayledger.com
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the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & limes will be
responsible for only one incorrect
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be made
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Real Estate
Lake Propedy
Lots For Sale
Lai. For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycle. ATV.
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats A Motors
Satirical{ Offered
Frye Column
Tobacco A Supplies

Al) RATES

DEADLINES

A 3.4

Smart Saver ------- Fri. 10 a.m.
Tuesday --------- Mon. 10 a.m.

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
I
4 135 extra lou Smarr Sovcr (Ntion (
go into hula:
rigt,t it, r elect ut edit any Stibtltitted nane,
1111‘1
a,.

a

- Fri. 10 a.m.

Monday •

$8.50 Column Inch,60', Discount 2nd Run,
40.
:4 Discount lad Run.
(A/I 3 Ails Mu.? Run Withist o Pay Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
1

Wednesday -

Mon. 12 p.m.

Thursday

Wed. 10 a.m.

Friday

Thur. 10 a.m.

Saturday

Thur 12 p.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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71.7. 'Perhaps you sent a lowly card, ."

Nip Wonted

[BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Or sat quietly in a chair.

HELP WANTED
PUBLIC HEALTH DIRECTOR I

'Perhaps you sent a funeral- spray,

/ISO we saw it there.

The Calloway County Health Department is accepting applications for a fulltime PuglieHeafthiplreetor_j. This position will begin on 6/13/11. General
Duties include: Serves at the discretion of the Board of Health.
Responsibilities for the position include, but are not limited to. Direct the personnel of a local health department in providing a variety of public health
services (medical, environmental and supportive services) to the community served by the department. Perform a variety of tasks such as planning.
financial management, organizing and measuring performance of staff in a
single county. Has a close working relationship with state agencies which
provide technical assistance and support and may include direct payroll and
accounting assistance. May serve as secretary to the Board of Health
Supervise up to 35 employees

Perhaps you spolie the kindest words,
'As any friend could say;
'Perhaps you were not there at ali,
:Just thought of us that date
Whatever you did to console

our hearts,
We thank you so wry

HUR/I

whatever the,pa rt.

Ik4lee

Nodes

=
Bags & Rung: •
.

Business, Public or Health Administration, Public or Community Hearth.
Nursing or other financial, administrative or health related degree will substitute for one (1) year of the required experience. An Associate Degree in
Nursing and two (2) years health related experience may substitute for the
required education. Any Associate Degree and four (4) years of Public
Health experience may substitute for the required education.

New Shipment of Scarves
N
& Stretch Rings

IRFatinaneec, Additional consideration will be given to those candidates who
have extensive (greater than 5 years) of experience in a supervisory capacity Starting Salary Range. $23.96 - $30.86 per hour negotiable with additional experience. Excellent fnnge benefit package_

Aill

Trends 451 Treasures Mall

Old Uncle Jeff's Buildin

113:13111
Hsle Warded

Notke

'GET THIS IX1
AD FOR ONLY
$75410 PER

biseorm
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to chock
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Lodger & Times.

Call 753-1916
Ofin

Nsip Wanted
ASSISTANT needed
doctor's office_
for
Ability to deal with people a must. Will train
person
qualified
Please call 759-1116
for details.

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment:
Positions available on
1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please - submit your
resume to
careers0chucigones.net
V
Is' t
www.chuckjones_net
complete
for
job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen
DENTAL
Assistant
Needed! Hours: M-TH,
8:00am-5:00pm. Must
have experience. Must
be reliable, professional, and have a good
rapport with patients_
Serious inquires only.
Mail resumes to Pa
Box 995 Murray, KY
42071.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on OW classifieds
wehpage at
munaylcdger.coni,
you will he redirected
to Jobnetwork coin
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear ten
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the Johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times, Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
iteh listings Thank yew
NOW HIRING ASSISMANAGERS!
TANT
National Retailer
tenhaney myway com
Front
Hiring
NOW
Desk Apply in person

only.
NNINi,/tAP,1
A

I.

14 I All)

Holiday

PECO
ill /

Inn

Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray

Dana. Willoughby
Pre-.4rran,geittent Specialot

Does li,ur Policy Puy HXY4 of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and he self-motivated.
Prior sales expenence is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Publi:: Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience_ Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package_

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSE PRACTITIONER OR
PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANT
IMMEDIATE OPEMNO at Henry County
Orthopedics and Sports Medielne with Heather
gladwell, MI Orthopedic experience preferred,
bat not required. Excelknt pay and benefits,
Fax resume 731-142-11)79 or mail to
denicowohaosm.00m

Wool to Buy
WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
References

293-3253

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

CPiectuso
Oa the Web!

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293,6999

Apartments I

VICTORIAN
room 5 mil
Murray in Lyr
area Newly
remodeled La
with great vie

or

refrigerator,

2-0-7i3-2411

Very quiet A
paid including
$600/mo plus
270-492-8211

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
(''u /alai

mEvicARE ADVANTAGE
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Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565
Cell: 270-210-2533

Ng

SIN( I

I

MI IISS %COI

URI 0WNI R

K

Study in
9/miles f roni
515 Saddle Li
$500/mo
206-883-6219

PLANS'
Annual' Enrollment Period
Nov. 15 thru Dec. 31.
Call for appointment to learn
about these plans.

R('iM.

A‘ I

1,1,/,, I

MR 1 OUR Bl ISINIAS

1BR. Lease &
No Pets! 2
0728, 270-994-

2BR.
Ashie‘ Murrk 01

security 978-7.
2BR, IRA, 5m
of Murray, ni

rrie

753- I

•

)I t,

759-4826

ad tuda

and place vow

2\2 SI2.00 a

1BA,

garage, large y
tially fenced $!

3 & 4I3R
Available
Various
Lo
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
VERY nice 31
garage, C/H/)
appliances C
RE
753-9898

wee k

2 1 $6.00 a week
,..A..ek contract

Runs on NIondav
Adidas

For Salo
FOR SALE: 2 Colo
older TV's. 1- 19 inch

I

$20, 1- 27 inch $30.

Apartments For RenT1

DVEYs,
and
VCR
Tapes. Call 270-2278721 after 4-00pm, if
interested in purchasing any or all

2002 Clayton, 16x80
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding
extra clean. Excellen
condition.
270-489-2525

4BR, C/H/A, all volt
ances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

Due to the holidays some
deadlines have changed.

let Full Mo. Rent Free

HAY for sale
$3.00/ Bale
753-1287

2BR & Lot, $10,900.
270-753-6012

('alloway Carden
Essex Downs
Apartments

Thursday's deadline is
Tuesday at 10:00 ana

RICH top soil, red gray,
el for sale. 210-3781.
559-2032.
Slabs & Sawdust
270-293-9063
Appliences
22 cu. ft Hot Poin
refrigerator. Lg. Gas
Stove- Frigidaire, used
very little_ 270-761-

5340
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

L

2BR, newly remodeled
inside & out, appliances, storage shed.
Quiet, rural setting near
lake_ No pets $580
includes
utilities
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004
3BR $295.00
2BR $250.00

pets 753-9866

(210) 753-1713
Ham Furnishings

2 BR 1 BA mobile
borne, furnished. $125
weekly
kieferer,ces
required
270-753-6558

I

ANTIQUES.
Burl
Walnut wardrobe, Pie
safe, Chest of drawers,
Trunks, Art, Wicker
couches.
Antique
couches. Located in
Murray. 404-313-1051

FIREWOOD (270)2106267 Pick up or delivery
Musical

Articles
For Sale

1 BR efficiency Al
appliances, partially
furnished No pets, non
smoking $250/mo
Call 293-2843
1 OR 2br aptc near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1808 Monroe 3BR
duplex, C/H/A, w/d,

$500
48R house near MSU
$700
753-0606
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman
RE 7539898.
1BR, unfurnished. near
campus, no pets. non
smoking unit. $260 per
month. 753-5980.

Bowflex Ultimate 2
Home Gym Like new.
$1,400, 270-436-2667
Case tractor(801 By
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546

2BR, 2BA duplex,
$525/mo. +1/mo security-deposit. no pets
please. Available
12/17/2010 Call

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bar-

492-8566 after-6pm or
293-8566

Homes For Sale
16X80 3BR, 2BA,
Fleetwood Must move
Reduced" 753-1856.
227-2394.

2BR, C/H/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom, deck. & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances. 1 small
indoor pet allowed.
$675 mo.
270-227-1743

NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for. $450 4
deposit.
(270)978-0913
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-1300-648-6056
Very nice, large, 1B4.
All appliances, including washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085

(270) 753-E
Cell: (270) 29,

9 a.m. - 4 p.n

KEY M
WARE HO

Monday's deadline is
Thursday at 10:00 alta

ICI

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash. and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211

G&C
STORAGE
PROPAP
119E. M4

We will not print a paper
Saturday, Dec. 25th.

IRk & 28R Nia,
270-753-8556
TDB 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
rE cittai opponunav

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905.

A& F Wareho
Near MSU
753766

Friday's deadline is
Wednesday at 10:00 aan

SOS limped Di itc

753-6012
NICE 2 bedroom, no

WARD ELKINS

150

gains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-N
Treasures Free gifts
for kids
Buy and
appraise coins 270753-4161

Irrevocable Medicaid
Aprovcci

FREE HELP IN ('LAM FILING FOR lift (TIM'S

I

ADVERTISING SALES

Lock in price; single pa N
ritEMellt Plaul

You are responsible for u he deduct tele' i hat
Medicare does not pity $1,02.1 on Part A. $135 nu
Part ft Call me for more informal ii en

Ageordebni may be obtained at the Calloway County Health Department,
602 Memory Lane, Murray, KY 42071 or bilgiScIalsjiy,geyiagtilltelaiagjatm,
Completed application and transcnpt must be returned by close of business
December 27, 2010 to Calloway County Health Department, Attention:
Stephanie Hays, 602 Memory Lane, Murray, KY 42071. Resumes will
not substitute for completed application. Equal Opportunity Employer
Applicants may be required to submit to a background chock.

4Nr/

'4,111 I
P;11

Lou V. McGary

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

fiugolitution.fst Education. Training Of Experience; Masters Degree in

Booth #66
"
NEW "Razor Cut"
Coats, Hoodies & Tops il 0
0 Assort. Silicone Watches Only $8.(X)
All Jewelry & Handbags 20% off
$5.00 off Razor Cut with this coupon

I

- PREPLANNING ^-

INSURANCE

Minimum Education_Training_anCitxaoriattca_filitluiramadla; Bachelor
Degree in Business or Public Administration, Health Administration, Public
or Community Health. Nursing or other financial, administrative or health
related degree from an accredited college or university. Must have three (3)
years of expenence in Public Health or other health related occupations.
OR an Associate Degree in Nursing must have five (5) years of evaluated
experience in Public health or health related occupations, three (3) of which
must have been in a supervisory or management capacity.

'By the family of :Pao 'Rudolph

•
•

1850 St. Rt.
Murray. KY
270-753-5

r113

J&L REN1
NIINI-STOF
720 S. -a'rar

SUBSCRiliE
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a
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Give a gift subscription to the I
* aa
Maim

LEDGER&111.
, INS 44'
I.

J

I

Home Delivery
Local Mail
1
3 mo.
$30.00
3
mo.
$35.00
6 mu.
$55.00
$63.00
1 yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
1 )1..
$110.00
Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail-11

.1.111,0.11 & Itill11.111,11

mo
mo

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

I yr
('heck

Subscriptions
3 lUll.
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

Name

St. Address
City
State

Zip

Daytinle Ph
Mail this coupon with payment It,
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
)1. call 12701 753-1918

In s
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12701-134e;
(2701293a
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NEON BEACH
MINI•STORAGE

Sat) Merrtj Chnstrnas In
one east) step.

I
ze Un ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control

Electricity

Just compare...
save money & time!

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

•
••

320

I

VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator,
stove
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

-2-

Wishing only
the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

•
•
• t

1

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

From: The staff
of the
Murray Ledger
& "limes

Cornmeekil Prop. For Rent

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 150

Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephemsom at
270-753-1916

IFiH,Ii'Fl\lI s

•
•

360
Storage Rentals

Apartments For Rent

$anta $avings

\\\

YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE
FULL COLOR!

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center
•
•

to

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing the notes,
licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps.

MBC Storage

.....
7
.
4
.
34111IM

Monday. December 13. 2010 • 7

11.1.,r1)0;v1:

Publish Date:
Monday, December 20
Deadline:
Thursday December 16
at 5PM
Services Offered

s For Rent
Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Ln 6/acres
$500/mo
206-883-6219
340
Rouses For Rent
1BH. Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728. 270-94-3308
2BR.
IBA.
2-car
garage, large yard, par
flatly fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.
2BR. IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available
C/H/A,
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898
VERY nice 30R with
garage, C/H/A. and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753 7668

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+/V 000.00/month.

_

Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC, CKC. male $200$300
270-251-0310
evenings

1850 St. Rt, 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

Murray I edger Ss limey tar
llou•Ing Act Nutite
All ri-al
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Fideral Fair
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Tice.. limitations or dkroninanon
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.1 real eq.* hag',) on ta, tors in
addition to Mow piote,ted
tinder federal lan
1%c u ill knimingl% attept an%
ad,erteang tor rya( e.tati. %hid,
vii .iolation of the Ims All
pt.r.onu are hereh% infornicd
that all di.riling. ads ert....ed are
in emial oprortu,.i. ham.
I

7iiither a...1.4.mo, Si th lair
Sing Ads ertising
iontact NAA
,.. I' %lam, 171111 r4x WOO

1414
Oakhill
Dr.
Campbell
Estates,
145x175tt, perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
(enter or 121 s & (arn4a1r.

IOW 625 10115 $40
(270)436-2524
I 2701 293-6906

New Construction Approx 2260
ft
3BR, 2 5BA with Bonus Room
1700 Johnson, Close to Murray High

$234,900
270-978-1107 or 270-978-0505

EON

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

I

Service, Offered

270-492-8211

-

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

House For Sale ry Owner

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA,
new
decor
$77,900 474-2520

410 Sycamore St 1 5

stories, 1,488sgf1. 23BR, 1BA, living-room,
dining-room,

utility-

in back-yard. House
needs work. $38,000
270-753-1441

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.

New 2-4'
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Rea' Property

Professionals
293-7872
REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient, 3BR. 2BA 2
car garage 2,240 sq.
ft cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway.
large lot No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559-2032

ULM .
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping & *
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.
752-1816 W-061
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

2004 Harley-Davidson
Heritage
SIC
37.800milles $12.000
OBO 270-753-1441

room, garage, fenced

2005 Ford Lxpiortx Spur
TF.1C X LS 9',‘N.x miles
htt liner Aoh hard top
covet V-6, 4(1. $k,450
170-9's-0121
490
Used Cars

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, an.

track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septi(

You can count on the
most experienced
in Nest A.
40.3 Tom linlor Trail

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Elathrooms•&, Kitchen.,
Dnclio,in Font
, We Do It All
No Joh fo

210-873-9916
Or visi) OUt,websitii
• kenhickylake
FREFSSTIMAlf

We Finance
hollandmotOrsaleS.com
270-753-4461
2003 Jaguar S-Type,
Fully Loaded, excellent
condition $9.850 270970-8416

Res . Corn

A. 11,J

InNtii.
All kill. big iii
I ILel hed

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Ti,..
Service Insured
753-TREE (873.'

ADAMS Home
zuou
Chevrolet
Silverado
Z71,
Extended Cab. 4x4.
$6.900. 270-970-8416
530
Services Offered
CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care 8yrs exp
293-8814

Improvement
Additions. Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors
Repairs. workers comp

Insured
227-2617

Hanging
Drywall
Finishing, Patch Jobs
All Phases of Painting
FREE ESTIMATES'
Call 270-293-8656 or
270-227-9193

"

•
,,,•• I.1.. tJtcd

Dependable!:.
fee Est mates.: •
- Stump Removal

7'
44- 115! • 293-2783

ol 270493-4489
770.437-3044

Hamiltom.Grarille
• r5s Marble
. 0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• L,ocally owned
and•operaNicl.
6 tree EshinataS
• Lu ‘ifi, Ins.
270-703-1021
27G-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

Handyman Work

ROOFING
and fully
Adam's
Improvement
270-227-2617

Licensed
insured
Home

Odd Jobs, Repaii‘,
Home Auto:
' Carpentry, Light
Electrical, Mobile ,
Welding, Yards &
Mush More
No Job Too Small
tlecob
270-976-0278
YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Appliance
Repair

B94,kroos
Ward Elkins.'

tripe
esti436-

270-753-1713

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzli, based on a
several given numbers The object is to plow iho
in the empty •quares st fit each row each COli1(7,- I
3x3 box contains the
ni.f`lly+4 only once I he
of the Corx,epte,
from Monday tr.. S.

Concepts SudoKu

)

3 8 6 9
2

3

14
5 4 1 3 9
2
7
1
5 1 3 4 8
45
9
1
8
5 9 7 6

Answer to

6
1
8
2
7
3
4
9
5

2
5
7
1
4
9
6
8
3

4
9
3
5
6
8
1
7
2

previous puzzle

7
2
5
6
8
4
9
3
1

3
6
9
7
1
2
8
5
4

8
4
1
9
3
5
2
6
7

5
8
6
4
2
7
3
1
9

1 9
7 3
4 2
38
9 5
6 1
5 7
2 4
8 6

I

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday. Dec. 14. 20107
You have your hands full this
year. Fortunately. unusual creativity mixed with high intelligence permits you to move in a
new direction or to discover
novel, good solutions. Use caution with your finances. Don't
get involved with others, even if
an offer seems solid. If you are
single, you meet others with
ease. Choosing the right person
for you could take Inne, though
you could have guile the rush of
suitors. II you are attached. the
Iwo of you need to have separate
hank at:counts if' you eaniun
agree on spending. Romance
soars this spring, even for the

insured.' Rekatie.

A i

tider 'Murdock • 293-1722
Display Hours:SAO-110

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.

Offered

1.4 M
TFIFE SERVICE

753-80117

SIMS: I

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

HAWS WASTE
MANAGEMENT

3301- St. Rt.121N.

Hill Electric
24 HOUR SERVICE

,P, VICeS

•

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

remodeiing.com

753-7728 j

Services Offered

LEAHN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flig t I
Instruction
*Flight Review
•Discovery Flight

tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404

Pairttilli4 to
,
vprl P. POO. r..04Pr
9

Sport Utility Vehicles

'111'111V1Vs

ny Jacqueline Mar
attached ARIES can he a kit ot
fun.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-1)ynamic:
4-Positive; .;-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might feel A-OK, but
with the amount of challenges,
disagreements and confusion
surrounding you, feeling overwhelmed at some point in the
day is no surprise. Know that of
all signs. you are in the best
position to cope.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** As more and more information comes in, you might
decide to call it a day, no matter

what you are doing Heading
home where you might be more
comfortable isn't surprising to
anyone. A partner tries to make
life smoother.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Difficulties surround a
key partnership as you eye a situation. You might wonder if it is
bad or good. Judging different
situations and people in these
terms might prevent you from
flowing through some unexpected changes.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Your very playful personality manifests itself, despite a difficult associate, family member
or friend. You seem impervious
to him or her, though you are
feeling the vibes. Stay sensitive,
but do what you must

LOWER
YOUR
COSTS.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Detach and look at the
big story rather than get hung up
on all the details right now. The
panorama will be changing. in
any case. with new information.
Understand what is happening
beyond the obvious.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** The situation concerning
a partnership could involve a
child, love affair or creative passion. The point remains that you
could find yourself juggling different interests The smart Virgo
will detach and see what happens.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Defer to others, especially
if you are having difficulty within
your immediate circle. Juggling
others concerns could be too

much. Screen your calls, understanding that you have limits
Someone could be off the wall
Detach
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You keep putting your best
foot forward, to no avail. The
time will come if you trust and
relax. What you hear and what
someone might be saying could
be upsetting. Let it go. SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** What a child or loved one
could do might surprise you Use
caution with risks, especially if
they involve your finances. By
saying "yes," you could find your
accounts
rapidly
drained
Understand your liniltS.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You could toss a
boomerang into a situation with-

out intending to. I he end result
could be you on the defensive
Honor your priorities, domestii
life and security. Right now. play
it cool.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***
You
mean
well
Communication, though well
intended, could reflect your inner
judgments in some manner
Whether your expression . body
language or voice gives you
away. there is no cloaking .,,Otir
feelings right now.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Use care with
glow.
meeting or friend. Though no
one intends to cost you a lot.
they do just that. Remember. it is
you who is doling out the money
and feeling the impact. not the
recipients.

Home & Auto Insurance Discounts

Pay Your
2011 Farm

Bureau Dues
before Jan. 1st
and be entered
to win a 1141-1
LCD HDTV!

71 (01?,-,117,,c93

KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU DISCOUNTS
Security Systems
Home/Auto Combo
Multi Auto

4...up to k%
up to 30%

Plus Many Others!

10%

Comics/ 141 t

K - Nloodav, December 13, 2010

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Sr. Margaret Ann Seasly ol
Paducah was the guest speaker
at the Nos embei meeting (it the
Delia Department of the MU1-ra, Woman's Club held al the
club house
In basketball games. Murray
High Lady Tigers heat St. Mary
54-35: Callow as High Lady Lakers lost to Gras:), Counts 7434: Murray High Tigers beat St.
Mary 75-to. and Calloway High
Laker. heat Pros'deuce 74-53.
Published is a picture of Chad
Cherry as he cuts out elephant
ears to wear in a mock circus
m the Murray Elementary libtary.
Twenty years ago
Roseanne Radix received a
plaque of irpprectation for her
ear, of service as director of
the Muiray Family YMCA from
biwatd (lumina!' John Williams.
Rid k'. resigned froin her position Wednesday.
Cub Scout Pack 73 of SouthCalloway
Elementary
west
School took first place honors
,ii the Ititio Cub Scout Olympics
held recentls at Murray Middle
School.
Eh itIda orange.. are listed as
selling as 7/$1 in the ad for
Storey's Food Giant
Thirty year. ago
Murray State tinversity Football Coach Mike Gottfried has
resigned to accept a position at
the University of Cincinnati.
A giant Christmas stocking.
sponsored by the Murray Downtown Merchants Association, was
hung yesterday morning on Calloway County Courthouse by
Murray Electric System employees.
Bill 1_, Teuton. nati se of West
'Tennessee. was named this morning as the new executive director of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
Forty years ago ,
Recently
reported
births
include a girl to Max and Dar-

en'. Workman and a gniii
and Mus Randle Grigg,
Sgt. Jots Caldwell. .011 of
MI .111(1 Mis Charles
won the championship flight in
Ran icy Amateur Golf-Tournament
at Ramey Au Force Base. Poet
to Rico, where he is stationed.
A special feature of three
pages v(ith inclines and illustrations on the origin of Murray.
State 1 1111%,:ls111 Is published. It
Is by Dr. Li lionin. head of
Journalism Depailment at MSU.
Fifty years ago
The annual holiday buffet of
Murray State College Women's
Society was Dec. 4 at Student
Union Building. MSC. according to Mrs. John Resig. president.
John II Hornbuckle, Jr., Gunner's Mate Second Class, USN,
son of Mrs. E.M. Hornbuckle,
is serving on (lock landing ship
USS Catamont. operating with
Seventh Fleet in Western Pacific.
Murray High beat Hopkinsville and Calloway County
beat Fancy Farm in basketball
games.
Mrs. Cullen Phillips spoke
on "Christmas Fifty Years Ago"
at the meeting of the Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs.
Fred. (jingles.
Sixty years ago
Dr. Hugh L. Houston, Dr.
John Quertermous and Dr. Conrad II. Johes are newly elected
off it ers of Calloway County
Medical Society.
Billy Shelton and his Orchestra will play for the annual
"Mistletoe Ball- to he held Dec.
16 in the Fine Arts Lounge at
Murray State College by the
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority at
MSC.
Recently
reported
births
include a boy. to Mr. and Mrs.
James Hughes. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Andy D. Carter: and a boy.
to Mr. and Mrs. Kennie Todd.

Lost keys give thieves
easy entrance into house
1111.:.‘11 %BM.: Abi Ira ; mondh
my mend lost hei k..ys in
Despite
a ?nava department
aunotimenients in the store, the
k. y it etc neyer lyiund My friend
ii a,111
oilicti bec
she hail
ii
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isa' Do

up vtith the idea of making Christmas cards and sending them out
to special triends and faintly members. We hoth work hard to make
sure each is atiractise and in good
taste, and we handwrite a petsonal now inside. We also print
on the ha'. is that the card was "handmade with lose." This has become
a tradition lot the two of us, and
the :aids are quite beautiful.
last year, after we sent them
out. I received a card Mum a
firm! with a small check inside.
The card read. "I'm sending you
this check ,o you can afford to
buy 'real caid,' next year." I was,
to say the lea .t. hurt and offended I 33 ‘.11tICI ed If others felt similarly. so I asked an mod and was
shocked to learn they, too, thought
I was "cheap." Although it cost
mote money and time to create
each card, no one appreciated theiti
We won't he making the caids
this year. but how do I tell my
niece why.' I don't want her feelings hurt. too. -- BLUE AT
CHRISTMAS
DEAR BLUE: Tell your niece
what you were told -- and by
whom -- so she won't waste any
more effort on these rude and
unappreciative individual, Better
she hear it from you than one of
the recipients.
As to the "friend" who sent
the check. I hope you returned it
and deleted her Irom your(linstmas ,ard list What she did was
uncalled for

tell ii I, ii'.
entry. What
\ye
leained
nom
it hat
h
little tags
it C,aiiy
on
oui
key
chains from
mann jrharmacy
and
supermarket
By Abigail
chains carry
our names On
Van Buren
ilw receipts.
All the pei son %Olt, lound the
key s had to (1t) skaS 0.111.11ase
..iiinething. swipe the card, and
the receipt came up with my.
friend's name printed on it' Unfortunately. het name is listed in the
phone hook, so the tliiel was able
to find her hi muse. use het !liaise
key. walk right in and take %Shales ci he/she %% anted.
I no hingei keep the tags on
my key chain I keep them in a
separate place in my purse or In
my pocket I hone this keeps at
least Ink' person from being robbed.
-- KAREN IN METHUEN.MASS
DEAR KAREN: So do I, and
DEAR ABBY: I :tin 11 and I
thank you for the warning, For nave a po,blem. My mother gave
those who prefer not to early
me $20 so I could go Christmas
those little tags at all, many are shopping. hut I forgot I was Christlinked
with the shopper's tele- mas shopping and ended up buyphone numhei in the pharmacy'. ing eserything for myself. Now
or supermarket's computer If you
what do I do, because she's realmention it helore the cashier starts ly mad. -- IN TROUBLE IN
ringing up your purchase. the sale MICHIGAN
can he fling up as part of the
DEAR IN TROUBLE: ApolSaN
program. Impute itiitiartihye ogize to your mother, admit what
stores %% here you shop reg
happened wasn't a memory lapse
as much as yielding to temptaDEAR :ABBY: use years ago. tion, and start doing whatesel you
yy hen my niece yy as 9. yye came can to earn more money.

Dear Abby

Today In History

Et AN E3 Y Et I_ IJ

Celiac disease may cause
abdominal pain
DEAR DR. GOTT: This is
in regard to your article about
the 15-year-old with chronic
abdominal pain. Why didn't you
think of celiac disease? My granddaughter vyas diagnosed at age 6
after devehiping severe abdominal party She managed her celiac and is
doing
very
well on a
gluten-free
diet.
DEAR
READER:
Your letter is
just one of
many' I have
received
about
this
young girl's
problem.
Celiac disBy
(also
Dr. Peter Gott ease
known
as
Ce11.1‘. sprue. nontropical sprue and
gluten sensitive entertipathy) is a
dige.ilie disorder. These people
cannot tolerate the protein gluten,
ti is found in wheat, rye and
bailey ihese grams are present
in many foods, even sonic nonfood items, such as vitamins and
medications.
Celiac is sort of a double-whammy. It is both an auloiramune disorder and a malabsorption disease. It is considered autounmune
because in the presence of gluten,
the body overreacts and begins
destroy mg the 51111. These tiny.
finger-like projections line the
intestine and allow nutrients to
be absorbed into the bloirdstream.
This is where celiac is also considered a malabsorption disease,
be, aii(e without healthy s.illi. the
body annot take in proper amounts
of nutrients regardless of how much
food is consumed.
Celiac can be difficult to diagnose because symptoms can vary
greatly between sufferers, and most
only have general complaints. In
infants and young children, some
of the Mote C1 /1111111111 `,‘ MpIOMS

can include weight loss, chronic
diarrhea, constipation. vomiting,
irritability, abdominal pain and
bloating, and pale, foul-smelling
ta fatty stool. Even if these symptoms are not present, tnalabsorp'ion can still be a problem and
may lead to delayed growth, short
stature, delayed puberty, dental
defects in permanent teeth and
11110re.
In adults, digestive symptoms
are less common. They may have
unexplained iron-deficiency anemia, fatigue, bone or joint pain.
arthritis, canker sores, missed menstrual periods, depression, anxiety, osteoporosis, tingling numbness in the hands and feet, seizures,
infertility, recurrent miscarriages
and derniatitis herpetiformis(a type
of skin rash).
Adults and children with the
disorder may not have any symptoms, however, they are still at
risk of developing complications
()vet unte. Complications include
malnutrition, liver discuses and
intestinal cancer.
Many people with celiac may
also have type I diabetes, Sjogren's syndrome. autoimmune thyroid or liver disease, Addison's
disease or rheumatoid arthritis.
The connection is thought to he
genetic.
If celiac disease is suspected.
a physician can order a blood test
to check the levels of certain
autoantibodies, antitissue transglutaminase antibodies (1TGAI or
anti-endomysium
antibodies
tEMA). Not all sufferers will test
positive, however, so intestinal
biopsy may be performed to confirm the diagnosis. This is done
during endoscopy. Another way
to confirm the diagnosis is to
have the patient begin a glutenfree diet lithe symptoms resolve,
celiac may be diagnosed It is
important that this diet is not
started without informing your
physician because both the blood
test and biopsy results can be
altered.

Dr. Gott

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. Dec 13. the
347th day of 2010 'there are 18
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 13. 1862. Union forces
suffered a major defeat to the
Confederates in the Civil War Battle of Fredericksburg
on this date
In 1642. Dutch nil% igaior Abel
lasman sighted present-day New
Zealand.
In 1769. Dartmouth College.
in Ness Hampshire. received its

(hailer.
In 1535. Phillips Brook', the
American Episcopal bishop who
wrote the words to "O Little Town
of Bethlehem." was born in Boston.
In 1918, President Woodrow
Wilson arrived in France. becoming the first chief executive In
visit Europe while in office.
In 1944. during World War II,
the U.S. cruiser Nashville was badly.
damaged in a Japanese kamika7e
attack that claimed more than 130
lives.
In 1978. the Philadelphia Mini

began stamping the Susan B.
Anthony dollar, which went into
circulation in July 1979.
In 2003. Saddam Hussein was
captured by U.S. forces while hid
ing in a hole under a farmhouse
in Adwar. Iraq. near his hometown of Tikrit
Ten yea's ago Republican
George W. Bush dainied ale ['residency a day aftei the t., S. Supreme
Conn shut down further recounts
of disputed ballots in Florida:
Democrat Al ()ore conceded. delivering a 3•111 kin national unity

SC)_0

Cards
I ii d a y
It o
s
Tomorrow
I) c a r
Whilst.:
I
select
the
prettiest
cards from
USED
GREETING CARDS to make
gift tags and little gift boxes.
Use regular scissors or scalloped-edge pinking shears to
make the tags.
Also. I take the fronts of nice
cards to make little gift boxes.
perfect for gifts of earrings, rungs.
necklaces or other small presents. The bottom flaps are glued,
as well as the side tab. Make
two holes on top with a paper
punch, and a pretty ribbon ties
the box shut. It takes three nnnutes to make a box. -- Pat
Arnold. Texarkana. Texas
SEND A GREAT HINT
Heloise
P.O. Box 79.5(5X)
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
E
m
i
a
Heloiset at ulieloise.com
NO RESIDUE
Dear Heloise: To solve a

by
Helots.

To:

L—CIIM COI IECE4
YOU NEED -0 ASK
SANTA CLAUS FOR
• T14AT ONE

s:icky problem, Use a hair dryer
on a warm setting to remove
price tags from gifts or garagesale items. etc.. or from things
you cannot wash to remove. The
heat will soften the glue to make
it easier to lift off without damaging a plastic bag or the item
the tag is sticking on! -- Juanita Putts, via e-niail
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Old margarine
tubs clogging your cupboards'?
Here are sonic ways to reuse
them:
* Use to sort out nuts, bolts.
screws and nails in the workshop.
* Store leftovers in them.
* Use to hold birdseed.
* They make good travel
organizers for pet food and water.
Heloise
FLOSS REGULARIN
Dear Heloise: As a student.
I rarely have the time or energy to floss my teeth before going
to bed. However, every six
months at my routine appointment, my dentist reminds me of
the benefits of flossing. Damage can occur from neglecting
this important duty.
I thought of a trick to remind
me to floss every day. I keep
the floss next to my computer.

While waiting for my computer to boot up or for slow Web
pages to load. I see the floss
strategically placed on my desk,
and it reminds me to use it. -Jessica in New York
CANDLE BAND
Dear Heloise: Candle safety
hint. When I light a candle. I
pur a rubber band on my wrist.
Then. when I blow out the candle. I remove the rubber hand.
If I get ready for bed and find
the rubber hand still on my
wrist, I know I forgot to blow
the candle out.
Hopefully, this will help others. -- Beverly in Pennsylvania
Don't use a too tightfitting.
thin rubber band around your
wrist. This is a good way to
remember a lot of things that
need to done. -- Heloise
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: I don't understand why cars have to puss you
on the interstate, just to lock
up their brakes to get off at the
very next exit. Why don't they
get behind you. so neither vehicle has to slow down when one
gets off? -- Frank D., via email
102010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
cous-TAN1(4)
INC SANTA AT 8,AILEY'9
DEPAPTMEN1 51016
GOT(
ACK, AND THEY
WANT ME TO i-ILL IN

I'LL GO i-ROM fEING SANIAS
HELPER TO SANTA IliMSELE/
11 5 LIKE IM BEING CALLED
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MAJOR5/ IT
LIKE IM BEING
' PROMOTED
„.CE0t
11-1 LI E...

7-1
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EVERY CHRK51'MA5,DA2
WOULD GO OUT AND CROP
DOWN A TREE FOR US

;

THEN ONE YEAR THE
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SHOULD HIT
HIM WITH
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NOT
AGFAIN
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1
6
10
11
13
14
15
16
18
19
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
35
36
3/
38
40
42
43
44
45

Blueprints
Bloke
Baklava ingredient
Western, in slang
Enter a password
Mall business
Low digit
Sleeve filler
Wallowing place
Musician with mallets
GI-entertaining org.
Phrase of understanding
Coffee-bar order
Superfluous
Really impressed
In the past
Musician with a feed
Sold-out show
Chow down
Chem. or biol.
Road reversal
Irritated
Juan of Argentina
Singer Cara
Turn down
Nuisances

31
32
33
34
39
41

Cent
Resort spots
Fragrance
Ocean motions
Harry's friend
Rage
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Ornamental flower
Harebrained
Heavenly herald
"The Matrix" hero
Nerve junction
Kramer's first name
Bowler or boater
Democritus, for one
Book reader
Drink made from rooibos
Pi follower
Surpass
Ford forerunner
Improvised contrivance
Looked for
Overall feel
Conceited act
"That's it"
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SPORTS
www.murrayledger.com

e-mail: sportsPmurrayledger.com

PREP GIRLS
BASKETBALL

Calloway
forces 40
turnover's ii
CCA win
FIELDS NARROWLY
MISSES TRIPLE-DOUBLE

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 73, CHATTANOOGA 65

Aska Alive!
JUNIOR FORWARD
RECOVERS FROM
BENCHING,LEADS
RACERS TO BIG
WIN OVER MOCS
Itatt Report

Slid, Report
Averee Fields barely missed a tripledouble Saturday night as the Lady Lakers
picked up a 72-36 victory over
Community Christian on the road in
Paducah for their first district win of the
year.
The senior forward
finished the night with 22
points to go along with 16
rebounds and nine steals.
Being benched may have been just
while sitting out the
the spark Ivan Aska needed to begin
entire fourth quarter.
The Lakers forced 40 playing like the Preseason All-Ohio
Valley Conference selection Murray
CCA
turnovers in the
Fields
victory with a pressure State was expecting to see this season
man to man defense in both the half and
Aska, the Racers' junior forward.
rode the bench Saturday at
full court.
To go along with their 40 turnovers, 29 Chattanooga in favor of sophomore Ed
of which were Calloway steals, the Lady Daniel, who had earned his first colleWarriors shot a cold I 2-for-45 from the giate start with strong performances at
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State
field, including 4-for-l9 in the first half.
Calloway County did not shoot much last weekend.
But it was Aska who ended up makbetter, finishing the night at 36 percent.
which is about ten percent lower than their ing the difference for the Racers in a
season average, but did well enough on the big non-conference victory, getting
MSU's first double.double of the seadefensive end for it not to matter.
Junior guard Taylor Futrell joined son, pouring in 17 points and grabbing
12 rebounds.
Fields in double digits with 11, while
With the 73-65 win, Murray State
Karlee Wilson and Abby Futrell were just
shy with nine points. Senior guard Emily lifted its record above .500 at 5-4 overChrkman added eight off the bench for the all in the final game of a six-game
swing away from the comforts of the
Lady Lakers.
Bonnie Durrett led the way for CCA CFSB Center.
"I had lost the starting position, but
with 13 points, while Emily Carter had ten.
The Lady Lakers were supposed to 1 know the things I need to work on,
travel to Henry County, Tenn. tonight to and today I didn't pout or nothing,"
see the Lady Patriots in a 7:30 p.m. tip-off, Aska said. "I accept responsibility. I
hut the game has been postponed due to just went out like a man and played
hard."
inclement weather.
The 6-foot-7 Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
Head coach Scott Sivills said he
iwcts the game to be made up either native went 6-for-9 from the field and
was perfect from the free-throw line in
Jaruary 4th or the 10th.
five tries.
The 66 percent he shot from the
field
was the best number he had post4T11
DISTRICT
0
,
ZZ(
1
010
ed in any game this season and his 12SIANINGS
rebound afternoon shattered his previSchoof
(Overall)
ous season-high of eight at Eastern
Kentucky.
Calloway County
1-0 (6-0)
Murray
The double-double was not only the
1-0(2-2)
Marshall County
Racers' first of the season, it was the
0.0 (3-0)
first since Aska turned in a similar
ornmunity Christian
0-2(2-3)
game last December at East Tennessee
State with 17 points and 14 boards.
"We had been working really hard
during the week, especially working
on defense, so it feels really good to
come out with a win," he said.
As a team. MSU shot a blazing 61
percent from the field during a first
half which they used to a build a 15point lead at 45-30 going into the
break.
The first-half performance was also
one of the best of the season for the
Racers defensively as they also held
the Mocs to 41 percent (10-for-24)
from the field.
In addition to 17 from Aska, the
TIM BARBER ChattanoogaFree Press
Racers got double-figure scoring from
all three of their starting guards. Isaiah Murray State's Jewuan Long keeps a rebound away from Chattanooga's DeAntre Jefferson during
Canaan scored 12 points while Isacc Saturday's game at McKenzie Arena In Chattanooga, Tenn.
Miles contributed 1.1 and B.J. Jenkins
charity stripe (12-for-22).
The Racers jumped in front 24-13
added 10.
Up Next
UTC whittled the Racers' 15-point at the 8:40 mark on a feed from
In all, MSU had nine different playlead down to 54-50 with 8:13 remain- Jenkins to Daniel, who scored four
Bethel at Murray State
ers get into the scoring column, with
ing in the second half, but MSU was points and grabbed three rebounds
When: 7 p in Wednesday
Where: CFSB Center
able to hold the Mocs at bay by going along with a steal and a blocked shot.
Junior guard Haley Armstrong returned nine points coming from Donte Poole
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM
9-for-10 at the free-throw line over the
from a high-ankle sprain Saturday for off the bench and six from Shawn
MSU grew its lead to 40-21 at the
Records: MSU 5-4 (1-1 OVC) Bethel 10-3
Jackson.
last three minutes.
Murray High's matchup with Henry
(0-0, TSAC)
3:53 mark on a Miles three-pointer
For Poole, it was a welcome return
Last meeting: MSU won 96-60 .n 1987 in
Jenkins, who came into the gam and settled for a 45-30 lead at the
County, Tenn. and poured
Murray
to impact-player status after he turned
seventh
in the nation in free throw break.
in a game-high 24 points
Series record: MSU leads 16-3
in double-figure nights in each of the
shooting, got his streak to 21 straight
in a losing effort, as the
The Mocs were led by guard Omar
Racers' first three games, but hadn't came at the free-throw
line, where the made shots snapped when he missed Wattad, a Georgetown transfer who
Lady Tigers fell 52-43.
scored more than three points in any of Racers
connected on 86 percent of with 23 seconds left in the game.
Henry County jumped
scored a game-high 23 points.
his last four contests.
He-is still shooting 93 percent so far
their shots (I 8-for-21 ). Chattanooga
out to an early 15-7 lead,
A big difference in Saturday's game was good for just
•See RACERS, 10
55 percent at the this season, going 29-for-31 at the line.
and held off the Lady
Tigers' fourth quarter
Armstrong surge, eventually pulling
out the eight-point victory
Murray High was outtebounded by the
Lady Patriots, but the difference in the
The Boilermakers (5-3) opened the 7:30 left in the stanza to end the half
The Boilermakers shot 52.o percent
game may have come at the foul line.
JEHLIK GETS FIRST
first
half with a 3-0 run before the with a 30-14 advantage.
from the field and were 1-ot-1 2 trom
The Lady Tigers. who were one of the
Racers were able to get on the scoreRACER START IN
Purdue kept up the pressure in the three-point range.
state's best free-throw shooting teams durboard.
second half and opened the stanza with
Turnovers were a ke. to the game.
ing their regional title run a ycar ago. conLOSS
Mariah Robinson tallied the first a 14-0 run. The Racers were held with- as MSU tallied 28 and Purdue gartinued their inconsistent play at the charity
five points for MSU and helped the out a field goal in the half for the first nered 29 points off Racers' turno% 5
F.
,tripe this season, connecting on just'12 of
Cl
The Murray State women's basket- Racers tie the game at five, with 15:20 six minutes.
After a month ibsence from the
23 free throws attempts.
Poor shooting kept MSU to just II CFSB Center. the Racers will retuin
Janssen Starks. who was the state's best ball team dropped a 71-25 decision to remaining.
The teams kept it close for the next points in the half, while the home to host Southern Illinois.
itee throw shooter a year ago, joined Big Ten opponent Purdue at Mackey
few minutes while both teams strug- Boilermakers hit 65.5 percent of their Saturday kit 5 p.m.
Arena.
Armstrong in double-digits with 12. while
The Racers (2-7. 0-2 OVC) were gled to hit their shots. It was Purdue shots in the 20-minute period.
MSU then returns to the road for
Sian House added six and Lauren
After shooting over 40 percent in one game, at U r Martin Dec. 22
led by junior Kayla Lowe and sopho- that made the first move and went on a
Dickman chipped in one.
5-0 run to take control of the score for the last two games, the Racers strug- before hosting the longest homestand
Cherron Teague led the scoring charge more Mariah Robinson. Lowe tallied
the
rest of the game.
gled to find their offensive stride of the season. (mit galtle's. •
seven
points
added
and
eight
rebounds
for Henry County with 16.
MSU kept the lead within single against Purdue, shooting just 12.2 perwhile Robinson garnered eight.
The homestand will begin with
The Lady Tigers will now prepare for a
Freshman Mary lehlik earned her digits until late in the half. The cent from the field and 15.0 from SIU-Ldwardsville (Dec. 30) and end
Thursday night matchup at district foe
Boilermakers went on a 13-2 run with beyond the arc.
first career start in the loss.
with Austin Peay iJan. 8).
Marshall County in a 6 p.m. tip-off.

Free-throw
woes cost
Lady Tigers
at Henry Co.
ARMS I ROME POURS IN
24 POINTS IN RETURN
TO LINEUP FROM
ANKLE SPRAIN
Staff Report

Purdue hands women lopsided defeat
MN Athletics
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY4753-3415
John Williams
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State Auto
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SCOREBOARD
OVC Basketball
Saturday
Murray State 73, Chattanooga 65
Minnesota 71. Eastern Kentucky 58
IPIW 85 Tennessee Martin 61
SEMO 101. Hannibal-LaGrange 52
Fastern Illinois 61. Western Iliac is 58
Lipscomb 98. Tennessee Tech 94
Noithein Iowa 69 Morehead State 53
Austin l'eay 112. Fonlbone 52
Sunday
Tennessee St 84. Le Moyne-Owen 48
Today
Jacksonville St at Oregon 9 p ni
State Basketball
Saturday
Lou:sville 77 UNLV 69
Western Kentucky 53 Southern Illinois
46
Kentucky 81, Indiana 62
Prep Boys Basketball
Saturday
Maytiold r-s8 Australian National Team
41
John itardin 76 Lone Oak 54
Graves Cu 68 Peoria, III 65
Hopkonsville 55 Marshall Co 54
Heidland 53 C.-Aiwell Co 46
Monday
Hickman (..i) at CCA 7 30 piii

West
Pc1
L T
W
Kansas City
5 0 615
8
San Diego
7 6 0 538
Oakland
7 0 462
6
Denver
3 10 0 231
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L
T
Put
NY Giants
4 0 667
8
Philadelphia
8 4 0 6(7
Washington
5 8 0 385
4
Dallas
8 0 333
South
L
T
W
Pct
11
Atlanta
2 0 846
10
New Orleans
3 0 769
Tampa BaJ
8
5 0 615
Carolina
1 12 0 077

North
Chicago
Green Bay
Minnesota
Detroit

Seattle
St Lours
San Francisco
Arizona

L
W
9 4
8
5
7
5
3 10
West
W
L
6
6
7
5 8
9
4

T
0
0
0
0

Pct
692
615
417
231

T
0
0
0
0

Pot
462
462
385
308

it-clinched playoff spot
Prep Ghia Basketball
Saturday
Marshall Co 99, Hopkins Co Central
16
Calloway Co 72. CCA 36
Henry Co Tenn 52. Murray 43
Livingston Central 61, Mayfield 60
Massac Co . III 42 Graves Co 32
Monday
tAll games sublect to cancellation due
to weather)
Hickman Co al CCA 6 p m
Paducah Tilghman at Fulton Co 730
p.m
Carlisle Co at Marshall Co.. 7 p m
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
T
W
Poi
I
k-New England
2 0 846
11
N Y Jets
9 4 0 692
Miami
7 6 0 538
Buffalo
3 10 0 .231
South
W
I. T Pct
Jacksonville
8 5 0 .615
Indianapolis
7 6 0 538
Houston
7 0 417
5
5 8 0 385
Tenilessee

Thursday's Game
Indianapolis 30, Tennessee 28
Sundaya Games
Tampa Bay 17. Washington 16
Buffalo 13, Cleveland 6
Detron 7, Green Bay 3
Jacksonville 38 Oakland 31
Pittsburgh 23, Cincinnati 7
Atlanta 31, Carolina 10
N Y Giants al Minnesota ppd
San Francisco 40, Seattle 21
New Orleans 31. St Louis 13
San Diego 21. Kansas City 0
Arizona 43, Denver 13
New England 36. Chicago 7
Miami 10. N Y Jets 6
Philadelphia at Dallas. 8 20 p in
Monday's Games
N Y Giants vs Minnesota at Detroit.
6 20 p m
Baltimore at Houston. 7 30 p m

North
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Cleveland
Cincinnati

W
10
8
5
2

L
3
4
8
11

T
0
0
0
0

Pot
769
667
385
154
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PREP SWIMMING

Calloway boys beat Murray
WAGNER LEADS
WAY Will" 19
FOR LAKERS
Staff Raped
The Calloway County eighth
grade boys defeated Murray
Middle on Friday night, 62-32.
The Lakers built an early lead

and continued to extend it as the
game progressed.
Leading
the
way
for
Calloway was Conner Wagner
with 19 points and Wade Carter
with 15 points, most of which
were from long range.
The inside duo of Matt titter
and Dante Dorcus combined for
19 points, with Filter reaching

double-digits with 1 I.
Other Lakers who contributed to the scoring were
Hunter Smith with five and Clay
Smotherman
Austin
and
Alexander with two.
Calloway will return to
action at the North Marshall
Christmas Thum a nient on
December 16-18.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL: KENTUCKY 81, INDI ANA 62

No. 17 Wildcats pull past Hoosiers
LIGGINS SCORES
CAREER-111(;I1 19
POINTS IN WIN
By WILL GRAVES
AP Spons Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky coach John Calipari's
message to DeAndre Liggins was
simple after watching the junior
defensive stopper struggle at
times during the opening weeks
of the season.
Calipari told Liggins it he didn't get out on the floor and do all
the little things he did so well last
season -- grabbing loose balls
and sticking his hands in passing
lanes -- he might as well fill out
a job application because he wasn't going to see much time on the
floor.
Message received.
Energized by a handful of hustle plays that have become his
trademark, Liggins scored a
career-high 19 points to lead the
17th-ranked Wildcats to a physical 81-62 win over Indiana on
Saturday.
"I just felt diving on floors,
defending, bringing that spark to
my team, that's what I do,"
Liggins said. "That's what he
stressed to me."
Liggins
kickstarted
Kentucky's game-ending 25-5
run with a 3-pointer, but it was his
play at the other end of the floor
that got the Wildcats (7-2) going.

ED REINK- E / AP

Kentucky's
DeAndre
Liggins drives on Indiana's
Victor Oladipo during the
second half of Saturday's
game In Lexington. Liggins
had 19 points and nine
rebounds in the 81-62
Kentucky win.
He tied up Indiana's Christian
VtiattOrd on one drive to the basket and vaulted w.er traffic in the
lane to snare a couple of crucial
rebounds as Kentucky pulled
away to win for the 14th time in
the last 17 meetings.
"He rebounded the ball,"
Caliph said. "You understand
the last game (against Notre
Dame) he had one rebound and
then .. had a ball in the corner

where he tell on the floor and
couldn't bring it in? Last year we
know he got every one of those
balls."
Liggins wasn't doing that in
the first half against the Hoosiers
and found himself on the bench
when the Wildcats came had out
on the floor holding a tenuous
one-point lead. A quick foul to
Terrence Jones, however, forced
Calipari to put Liggins in the
game a little earlier than the
coach wanted.
Calipan's move paid off with
Liggins' best performance of the
season. Ile finished with a careerhigh nine rebounds, added two
steals and didn't turn it over in 37
minutes.
"His intensity helps us out,
said Kentucky guard Brandon
Knight. who added 18 points.
-He kind of leads us in that aspect
and that's what pushes us to be
better defensively."
The Wildcats needed that
aggressiveness after allowing the
Hoosiers(7-2) to hang around for
the first 30 minutes. Indiana frustrated Kentucky with physical
play in a rugged game that featured 47 fouls, a number of which
sent bodies tumbling to the
ground.
"They were like 'let's just
come out and be the more aggressive team and the tougher team
and maybe they'll back down and
they'll fold,— said Kentucky center Josh Harrellson.

Erickson
picks up
two firsts
at WKU
MtKRA\ BOYS
CONTINUE TO
BREAK RI- 'ORDS
Staff Report
The Murray High swim team
took only seven swimmers to
Western Kentucky's Hilltopper
Invitational on Saturday, but
managed a seventh place overall
finish, with the boys taking 5th
and lone girl Lauren Erickson
finishing 11th out of 17 teams.
Erickson continued her dominance in both the 100 butterfly
and backstroke with wins in
both events after battling illness
all week.
The boys team also had very
strong nerformances, breaking
several school records throughout the morning.
The 200 medley relay, consisting of Daniel McGee. Adam
Miller. Eh Weber and C'onnor
McKenna placed second overall.
and broke the team record with a
1:52.57.
In the 200 free relay the
Tigers broke their second team
record of the day, this time with
a cast of McKenna, Miller,
Weber and Nick Villardo, finishing third with a time of 1:39.07.
The 400 free relay also
crushed the previous school
record, with McGee, Miller,
McKenna and Weber going for a
second place ,finish with
3:38.43.
Individually the Tigers saw
several records broken as well.
with Weber breaking the 100
butterfly record he set on
Tueday with a third place finish,
and McGee breaking his 500
freestyle record with a time of
5:02.75 in a second place performance.

Sportstkiefs
II Murray State baseball coach Rob McDonald will host a Christmas
Baseball Camp on Monday. Dec. 20 for first-through-eighth-graders at
Racer Arena and the Carr Health Building North Gym. The camp will
feature instruction and drills as well as live batting practice. Check in will
begin at 8 a.nr.., and the camp will run from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. For more
information. access an online brochure on the Murray State baseball
web site under 'Camps' or e-mail dskincaOrnurraystate.edu.

Murraya-Calloway County Hospital
treats over 500 Qitical Care patients every year.

•The Marshall County Elks Lodge 2707 will holds its annual freethrow shooting contest (Hoop-Shoot) Saturday, Jan 8 at the Marshall
County High School gym at 4 p.m. The contest is for boys and girls,
ages 8-13. divided into three age-appropnate brackets. The three boys
and three girls winners advance to a district meet in Madisonville later
in January These winners can then advance to state, regional and
national meets. No sign-up is necessary. For more information, contact
Don Bock at (270) 527-3477 or the Elks at 527-3780. Also log on to
Elks.org/hoopshoot.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
LOUISVILLE 77, UNLV 69

Cardinals get
legitimizing victory
By VALI. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Rick Pitino can stop wondering if
his surprising team is legit, At
least for now.
Preston Knowles scored all 20
of his points in the second half
and No. 24 Louisville remained
unbeaten with a 77-69 win over
No. 20 UNLV on Saturday in the
Billy Minardi Classic.
The victory gave the Cardinals
(8-0) their first marquee win of
the season.
Louisville spent the early portion of its schedule overwhelming largely overmatched teams.

Pitino pointed to the Rebels as an
important test.
The Cardinals passed behind
the play of Knowles, who shook
off a miserable first half to play
perhaps his best basketball of the
year.
"We (proved) we can play
with great competition," Knowles
said. "UNLV is a great team. We
don't want to hang our hat on this
victory, but it was a great one."
Tre'Von Willis led the Rebels
with 17 points and ()war
Bellfield added 16, but the Rebels
saw their best start to a season in
20 years come to an end during a
lifeless second half.

•Racers
From Page 9
The win for MSU was a program-first at Chattanooga after
losses there in 2001 and 2007.
The Racers return to action
Wednesday at the MB Center
against Bethel, marking their
first home game since Nov. 20,

A matchup with rival
Western
Kentucky
looms
Saturday. It will be the 149th
game all-time between the two
schools dating back to 1934.
The Racers carry a 21-game
home winning streak into the
homestand.

lett"; at MCC/I.

Join our donors. Give generously.
www.racchendowmentoig 270.762.1908
Programs Suppurted
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